Toward a Standardized Definition of Healthcare-Associated Influenza?
To the Editor-We read with interest the article by Taylor et al 1 regarding healthcare-associated influenza in Canadian hospitals from 2006 to 2012. The data represent appealing information on viral nosocomial infections, which are often less investigated than hospital-acquired bacterial infections. We think that the definition of healthcare-associated influenza would gain from discussion, particularly concerning the time period between hospitalization and influenza onset.
In the Taylor et al 1 study, hospital-acquired influenza was defined as symptom onset at least 96 hours after admission or readmission, with a positive influenza test result less than 96 hours after discharge or a positive test result less than 96 hours after patient transfer from another facility. In other clinical investigations, the time period considered varied greatly, ranging from 48 hours to 7 days. 2 We previously applied the criterion of 48 hours after hospitalization. 3, 4 The incubation period should serve to define the optimal cutoff differentiating community-and hospital-acquired influenza. A previous review estimated that the median incubation periods of influenza A and B were 1.4 and 0.6 days, respectively, with 95% of patients infected by influenza A and B developing symptoms by 2.8 and 1.1 days, respectively, after infection. 5 Of note, these results were based on 6 and 2 experimental studies of influenza A and B, respectively. The mechanisms of infection were inhalation, nasal spray, and nasal drops. The sole observational study included in this review of influenza A demonstrated that 37 airline passengers became symptomatic 12-84 hours after exposure to a single individual with influenza (median 38 hours). 6 Nevertheless, experimental infection and natural experiments may present incubation periods different from normal exposures. The incubation period for influenza in real-life conditions could be defined by analyzing the results of outbreak investigations via epidemiological and molecular approaches. Epidemiological analyses usually provide the time period between at-risk contact or exposure and onset of symptoms in cases. Molecular analyses provide strict similarity of strains. Combining the 2 approaches could specify an incubation period for influenza. There are still only a few studies in this field, 7,8 but they could become the standard in the future.
The criteria for definition based on time period between hospitalization and onset are important to discuss for the following reasons. First, attack rate calculations will be affected by the definition. Indeed, longer time intervals lead to underestimation of the burden of healthcare-associated influenza. However, incubation periods differ by influenza serotype. Short time periods between patient entry and onset might evoke misclassification of late-onset communityacquired cases as hospital-acquired cases. Second, sources of exposure might differ regarding this time period (ie, family, other patients, healthcare workers, or visitors). Information on documented or reported influenza sources in the family or neighborhood might then be considered in the definition of healthcare-associated influenza. Third, patient characteristics will change by time periods adopted for diagnosis, and then comparisons between community-and hospitalacquired influenza might fluctuate accordingly. 1, 9 Finally, in case of legalities, hospital-attributable risk can be questioned, depending on the definition adopted.
The Taylor 
Reply to Vanhems et al
To the Editor-We would like to thank Dr. Vanhems and colleagues 1 for their interest in our study. 2 We agree that development of a standard definition of healthcare-associated influenza (HAI), which currently does not exist, is an important priority to allow research in this area to progress.
Since it is uncommon for a specific source of influenza infection to be identified in patients who become symptomatic following admission, an agreed-upon time limit will likely be necessary, similar to National Healthcare Safety Network definitions for other healthcare-associated infections. 3 This time limit should represent the estimated incubation period for naturally occurring influenza-either median or maximum. Using a median incubation period is problematic since, as Dr. Vanhems and colleagues point out, it is likely subject to patient-to-patient variability related to virus strain type, 4 dose, and host factors, as reflected in variability in incubation periods seen even in point source outbreaks. 5, 6 In our study, 2 designed to assess the burden of disease and seasonal variability in frequency of HAI, we elected to choose a maximum incubation period of 96 hours. Infections occurring beyond 96 hours after admission would be considered HAI, so that the HAI proportion would be conservatively estimated. In the 6 study years using this definition, 17.3% of hospitalized cases were considered HAI (range by year, 6.6%-33.1%). A further 4.2% of patients became symptomatic between 48 and 96 hours after admission (range by year, 2.9%-8.1%), and 4.8% developed symptoms between 24 and 48 hours after admission (range, 3.0%-7.8%). If these cases were added, the HAI proportion of all cases would be 21.5% (symptom onset more than 48 hours after admission) or 26.3% (more than 24 hours after admission).
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